Chiefs, Democracy, and Development in Contemporary Africa.

Traditional leaders do not deserve their reputation as threats to democracy, and they often organize rural development projects. *Eighth in a series on ways of governing.*

Sudan's Rule of Law Revolution.

A legal system that was abused throughout decades of successive dictatorships offers the best hope for safeguarding a fragile democratic transformation.


Plans to modernize transit systems across the continent often ignore the motley array of unregulated carriers that have become a vital part of the urban fabric.

African Popular Culture Enters the Global Mainstream.

Innovative music and film industries, led by Nigerian pioneers, are steadily gaining international audiences and influence.

African Decolonization’s Past and Present Trajectories.

The process of the ridding the continent of colonialism's legacies is unfinished six decades after the first wave of independence, but activists are eager to complete the task.

‘Carpe DM’: Seizing the Afropolitan Day.

A new generation of writers and artists has created a sensibility that is rooted in Africa, yet connected with a global diaspora. Its ethos of black internationalism has many forebears.

Black Travel and Presence in the Building of South Africa.

Kruger National Park, a celebrated safari destination, has a long history with black South Africans. A new book shows how black elites engaged in tourism even under apartheid.

An international chronology of events in March, country by country, day by day.